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Imagga is a platform of cloud-based API’s for automated image and
video tagging intended for developers and businesses.

Company Overview
Imagga Technologies Ltd. is a pioneer and global innovator in the image tagging as a service
space. The company has been operating its cloud API since 2011, and its flagship auto-tagging
and auto-categorization technologies since 2013.
On top of its image recognition technology, Imagga provides a platform of cloud-based
APIs for automated image recognition, tagging and categorization that enables developers and
business to build applications and solutions that understand images. The technology could be
delivered as on-premise installation as well, if needed.

The Imagga’s image recognition technology fully automates the process of assigning
keywords and/or domain-specific categories to images. The solution is horizontally scalable and
can handle whatever load of images needs to be analyzed and annotated. It can adapt to
customer needs by custom training and/or feedback loop.
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Wrapped in a very easy to integrate API in the cloud, or on customer premises, it can go in
production in a matter of several hours.
=> Imagga is currently used by over 6,500 developers and 170 businesses worldwide and has
received multiple worldwide awards and recognition such as Best Technology Vendor at South
Summit '15 by HM The King of Spain, Global Champion in News and Media at World Summit
Awards '16 by the United Nations, and Global Innovator in Image Analytics '16 by IDC, among
others.

Product Overview
Imagga develops proprietary image recognition technology, deeply rooted on image recognition,
machine learning and deep convolutional neural networks algorithms. Using Imagga API's,
companies can make sense of their image and video collections and figure out ways to monetize
their visual content. They can create a better user experience and search capabilities without
needing any manual image annotation.

Imagga uses convolutional neural networks to do deep learning and understand what’s in
the images. Thanks to the advances of GPU technology and the extended base of image data,
the convolutional neural networks demonstrate far better results, compared to just traditional
image analysis. for complicated tasks such as visual classification of objects and scenes in
images.

The Team
The Imagga team is made of 10 highly skilled professionals motivated to develop
sophisticated technology products and services. The founders have been working together for
over 7 years. The engineering team is 7
strong (our Research Director was a Senior
Research Fellow in Image Processing at
Bristol University for many years, our CEO/
CTO has over 15 years of experience in
building image processing services) with
expertise and awards in various image
processing and software development
areas, such as deep learning, image
segmentation, shape matching, visual
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similarity search, web and API frameworks, cloud platforms, mobile development, etc. The
creative team consists of a marketing/growth engineer and a design, branding and usability
expert. Our business development lead has more than 20 years business experience at the
intersection of technology and photography, exactly where Imagga is positioned.

Our API
Key Highlights
•

Automated image tagging & categorization via deep learning (convolutional neural
networks)

•

RESTful API in the cloud

•

Ability to train the system with specific image sets/categories

•

Scalable solution that can analyze huge loads of visual content

•

Both cloud hosted and on-premise integration options available

•

Tags in 50+ languages

Products
•

Tagging API: Enriching images and videos with contextual tags to foster image discovery.

•

Categorization API: Putting images in predefined or customer-defined categories to make
them browsable, enable content recommendation and/or extract statistics.

•

Smart Cropping API: Analyzing the image composition and suggest cropping it in a way
that aims to preserve as much of the prominent visual information as possible, depending
on the target aspect ratio.

•

Color Extraction API: Extracting multiple representative colors from each image, as well
as its main object (foreground) colors.

•

Content Moderation API: Generating NSFW (not safe for work) probabilities based on
content identification in order to facilitate detection of problematic content.
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Our Solutions
Tagging API
Imagga Tagging API analyzes the pixel content of the photos, extracts features and detects
objects of interest. The result suggests 20+ keywords along with a confidence level ( express in
%) which describe the objects and concepts visually represented in each image. These keywords
can be used to enable search, browsing, user profiling, analytics, trend detection.

Online demo of the auto-tagging can be tested here: http://imagga.com/auto-tagging-demo

Categorization API
Categorization API is a simplified and specialized version of the tagging that suggests the most
likely category for an image. Providing context for every single image results in better browsing
experience for personal cloud storage services where end-user don't need to scroll through all
their photos, but can jump directly to their "beach" photos, or "events" photos, etc.
Online demo of the personal auto-categorization: http://imagga.com/auto-categorization-demo
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Custom Training
Imagga's custom training and categorization API enables customers to customize what
categories their content should belong to and use the Imagga auto-categorization API with the
custom-trained model.
The training process is straightforward - you provide training data (list of not overlapping
categories and sample data for each category). We build a trainer with your specific categories
and data. The classifier is wrapped as an API so it can easily be plugged in and implemented in
your company’s existing systems and workflows. This is especially useful in the cases where a
company has tried to annotate/classify content manually but has found it overwhelmingly
challenging. The existing classified content can be used as a training dataset and after
completion, allow automation for the other still unclassified and typically much bigger part of the
content.
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More details about the custom categorization process can be found here - https://imagga.com/
solutions/custom-categorization.html

Smart Cropping API
Imagga's smart cropping analyzes the composition of an image and rates the diﬀerent elements
by relevance to the overall photo. It then automatically suggests what is the best region to crop, in
order to preserve the most indicative part of the image. Perfect for creating content-aware
thumbnails, managing predefined layouts or automated generation of fixed-size previews for ecommerce.

More details and a specific user case can be found here : http://cloudinary.com/blog/
beyond_face_detection_smart_cropping_in_the_cloud_using_imagga_and_cloudinary

Color Extraction API
The pixel content of every image is analyzed in terms of colors and the five most prominent colors
are determined. These predominant colors are exported as hex code, RGB triple, specific color
name, and parent color name. Imagga's Color Extraction additionally extracts the colors of the
foreground and background of the image separately for automated background removal.

More details about the custom aspect can be found here - https://imagga.com/solutions/colorapi.html
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Content Monitoring API
By analyzing content, Imagga's technology can generate accurate NSFW probabilities for
systems to easily flag specific types of files and create automated filtering mechanism. For media
platform who rely heavily on UGC and companies particularly vulnerable to sensitive content.
Online demo of the NSFW auto-categorization: http://imagga.com/auto-categorization-demo?
categorizer=nsfw_beta

Pricing*
*as of October 1st, 2016. Subject to change.
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Our Customers
The customers of Imagga are evenly spread geographically with the majority of them coming from
the US, UK, Asia, and continental Europe. Our technology is applicable in a plethora of verticals
and customer types - from a single developer to 20,000+ people MNCs, and is successfully
implemented by mobile operators, personal cloud services, digital asset management systems,
photo sharing services, advertising agencies, content moderation and user profiling services to
name a few.
The self-service part of the platform (API subscriptions via the Imagga’s website) targets
independent, small and medium size developers/dev companies who need image recognition
technology in their (web, mobile, or desktop) products & services. The self-service platform model
is monthly subscription based with pricing tiers discriminated based on ceiling of the number of
images than can be processed, concurrency, available APIs and time for support. As of October
1st, Imagga self-service platform has more than 6500 developers from 100+ countries and 170
customers from 50+ countries around the world.

User Cases
Personal Photo Cloud
Imagga is widely used by developers to empower image organization and discovery in
telecom clouds, Dropbox and Google Photos-like apps. In this case, Imagga auto-tagging API
returns list of tags describing the main objects and concepts visually presented in a photo (for
example ‘car’, ‘dog’, 'mountain', 'vacation', 'sunglasses', etc.) In addition, Imagga’s autocategorization APIs is used to place each photo in one more predefined categories (e.g. ‘beach
photo’, ‘event photo’, ‘sightseeing photo’, etc).
The automatically generated keywords and categories are used to power the search and
browsing capabilities of the apps/service - huge leap in usability, that significantly increases the
retention and the lock-in within the personal photo cloud (users find great value in the ability to
searching and being able to find their photos by just using couple of keywords rather then by
infinitely swiping up and down of the app screen)
Imagga is already working with some of the top telecoms and cloud storage services in
Europe for this use-case.
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User case: Top European Mobile Operator
Imagga’s API has been implemented as on-premise solution part of a personal cloud
service that a reputable European telecom is oﬀering to their subscribers. Among other features in
their cloud, they have photo sharing and search/browsing that was enable with our auto-tagging
and auto-categorization technology. Our technology provides search and discovery capabilities
for the end users, that significantly increased the retention and the number of times users actually
interact with the application.

User case: Eden Photos
Eden Photos is a powerful desktop tool for automated tagging
and organization of personal photos, empowered by Imagga’s
image recognition technology.
Instead of being just another user interface for browsing photos,
Eden Photos integrates deeply into the Mac OS and iCloud
experience and enhances the search and browsing capabilities of the
apps users are already using for managing photos - Photos, Finder,
Dropbox or any software that reads IPTC tags.

User Analytics / User Profiling
Imagga’s image recognition technology can provide valuable insights on users preferences
and sentiment for a product or brand based on analyzing the content of the pictures she shares
online. Imagga's auto-tagging API returns list of tags describing the main objects and the scene
visually presented in a photo (e.g. 'car', 'beach', 'dog', 'book, 'mountain', 'bottle', 'sunglasses',
'flower', etc.)
Applying the automated tagging on a set of images and then aggregating the results
provides valuable information for in depth analytics and user profiling based solely on the picture
content.
For example applying the automated image tagging can deliver insights on what a
particular person likes based on the photos they have shared or interacted with. Having this
knowledge, the brand can recommend suitable products or services or/and increase the user
retention.
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Imagga has already been servicing several big advertising campaigns in the U.S. and
South Korea for precise per-individual targeting where the retailer can target the customer with
relevant products based on their profile of interest (which on its side is based on statistics about
the type of photos they have or select as part of the campaign).

User case: KIA Motors
Imagga worked on a promotional campaign for KIA Motors’s K5
Optima model with SEEDPOST, a South Korea creative agency.
The goal of the campaign was to showcase the new model
and match it's highly customizable features with the lifestyle of the
prospective customer. A simplistic yet powerful approach was
needed to carefully match the 36 modifications of KIA’s K5 Optima
(based on variety of car engines, color and design options) with
people’s preferences for comfort, speed and look.
Imagga’s technology was used to get insight from the images
uploaded by the customers in their social media feeds. Processing
and skillfully categorizing the data via Imagga Auto-Categorization
API helped SEEDPOST create profile engine that magically
understands user preferences and matches them with the best KIA
K5 Optima model.
Imagga APIs proved to be really perfect to empower profiling
and highly targeted engagement of potential customer and has the
potential enable the same use-case for plethora of campaign that
can benefit from precise user-profiling based on the photos stored,
shared, liked or selected.
Read the full case study: http://imagga.com/success-stories/
seedpost-case-study.html

Stock Photos
Imagga’s API automatically adds text tags to your digital assets and makes vast digital
libraries easier to search using simple text queries. This is particularly useful if your company
needs to index large sets of images with little or poor keywording, adding accurate and valuable
metadata, dramatically cutting time to availability.

User case: Unsplash
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Unsplash is an online community that provides high-quality
open-sourced photos, licensed under creative commons, that can
be used for anything.
Imagga’s API is an important component of the Unsplash
tagging system and is used to instantly tag all photos uploaded to
the service. The initial image content as well as all new photos are
parsed through the Imagga’s image tagging API to enhance the
image metadata and provide powerful image search capabilities.
Imagga’s auto-tagging API is used every time somebody
submits photo to the service - keywords that best describe the
image are automatically suggested and the photo is being
automatically categorized, giving an idea to the uploading artist
under which category the photo will be visible if approved.
Read the full case study: https://imagga.com/success-stories/
unsplash-case-study.html

Digital Asset Management
User case: Tavisca
Tavisca is a travel technology company which enables
businesses to set up an online presence by providing them
software platforms and solutions.
Typical clients are travel agencies, destination management
companies, online travel agencies, tour operators, consolidators, and
niche travel companies.
As part of their powerful hotel content syndication system
Tavisca had an unclassified image dataset of more than 25 million
images from hotels all over the world. The challenge was how to
classify all these images across pre-defined categories such as
amenities, hotel rooms, tourist attractions.
Tavisca’s decision to choose Imagga Auto Categorization API
was based on three important requirements: convenient and simple
API that’s easily integrated with the existing infrastructure and
software stack, the ability to create a custom classifier, and the high
accuracy of the image recognition technology.
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As a result Tavisca now has a powerful image classifier based
on sophisticated machine learning technology that processes and
categorizes excessive amounts of photos per day with a very high
precision rate. This opens a lot of room for improving their real-time
hotel mapping and descriptive content delivery system and is
attracting even more clients.

Cloud Image Services
User case: Cloudinary
Cloudinary is the market leader in providing a comprehensive
cloud-based image management solutions.
Their services is being used by tens of thousands of web and mobile
application developers all around the world, from small startups to
large enterprises.
Cloudinary provides an add-on for Imagga's automatic image
tagging capabilities, fully integrated into Cloudinary's image
management and manipulation pipeline. Imagga analyses image
data and automatically identifies scenes and suggests tags, a
process that would take huge amounts of time and resources if
performed manually. Thanks to the integration between the services
users see tremendous performance in terms of the time needed to
process large photo volumes with a very high precision rate.

Contact:
Paul Melcher
Business Development
paul@imagga.com
+ 1 917 304 38 75
For more information and to sign up for our free test API, please visit : http://imagga.com/
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